
Kitchen Manufacturing Business for Sale Auckland

Location: Auckland

Asking:
$1,200,000
+ GST (if any)

Turnover:$3,544,217

Type:
Manufacturing /
Construction

Contact:
Jordan Larsen
0224233006 or 08008255255
Anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/115457

JL Business Sales
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: JL0126

Kitchen Manufacturing with Scale
Are you someone with a background in cabinetry, manufacturing, residential construction, sales, or
design? Are you ready to take the leap into entrepreneurship and reap the substantial rewards? Here's
your chance.

Imagine owning a thriving Kitchen and Cabinetry business, specializing in comprehensive solutions for
kitchens, bathrooms, and laundries, from design to installation, holding positive ongoing relationships
with repeat customers and catering primarily to the residential market.

With over 30 years of successful operation, this business has a proven track record throughout all
market conditions and is currently in growth mode. The business comes equipped with the know-how
and machinery to deliver a reliable and steady flow of high-quality output and impeccable customer
service.

The business' dedicated team of skilled professionals, coupled with a robust tier-two management
structure, ensures smooth operations and consistent excellence, without reliance on the owner day to
day.

This is your chance to step into a fully operational business, with a track record of profitability and a
healthy pipeline of future projects. Seize this opportunity for a lucrative return on investment and the
freedom to be your boss.

FY23 Sales Revenue: $3,544,217
FY23 EBPITDA: $592,775

Sale Price: $1,200,000 (+ GST if any)

To enquire on this business please copy the following URL into your search browser;

https://jlbs.co.nz/jl0126/ 

and click the ENQUIRE & SIGN NDA button.

Or contact;

Business Broker: Jordan Larsen

Phone: (+64) 022 423 3006

Email: jordan@jlbs.co.nz

https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/location/Auckland
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Manufacturing/New-Zealand
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Construction/New-Zealand
tel:08008255255
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/115457/kitchen-manufacturing-business-for-sale-auckland


Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/115457

Listing Ref: JL0126

Disclaimer: This is a confidential business-for-sale listing using a generic image and a generic
undisclosed location. The confidential information relating to the business for sale will only be provided
to those who agree to the Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement and demonstrate both a
genuine interest and the financial means necessary to complete the transaction. All business
information included in this advertisement has been provided by and authorised by the business
owner.

Copyright 2023 JL Business Sales Ltd. All rights reserved. Licensed REAA 2008.
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